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Zusammenfassung
Khmer-Inschriften sind prima¨re Quellen fu¨r Informationen zur turbulenten Geschichte Kam-
bodschas. Verwitterung, Umweltverschmutzung, mutwillige Bescha¨digungen oder Zersto¨rungen
in kriegerischen Auseinandersetzungen verursachten einen teilweise schlimmen Zustand der
Inschriften. Geschichtswissenschaften und die Linguistik nutzen bereits intensiv die Khmer-
Inschriften, um das Wissen u¨ber die Khmer-Zivilisation alter Zeiten zu verbessern.
Allerdings gibt es bisher keine Untersuchungen, bei denen moderne Methoden des Wis-
senschaftlichen Rechnens entwickelt und eingesetzt werden, um
• Khmer-Inschriften ada¨quat digital zu erfassen,
• diese Daten mit Methoden der Bildverarbeitung aufzuarbeiten und in 2 dimensionale
Schriftbilder zu transformieren,
• digitale Verfahren der Schrifterkennung fu¨r Khmer-Schriften zu liefern,
• bescha¨digte oder unvollsta¨ndige Schriftdaten soweit als mo¨glich zu reparieren oder wenn
mo¨glich zu erga¨nzen,
• Werkzeuge fu¨r eine digitale Verarbeitung von Texten in historischen Khmer-Schriften zu
liefern,
• und so zur Rekonstruktion, Lesbarkeit und der Erhaltung dieser wertvollen historischen
Dokumente beizutragen.
Dabei stellen sich Herausforderungen, die nur durch neue Konzepte und Methoden bewa¨ltigt
werden ko¨nnen. Diese werden durch folgende Fakten verursacht:
• die Inschriften liegen in der Regel als 3 dim Daten vor,
• sie sind sowohl in der Gro¨ße und als auch im Zustand teilweise problematisch,
• die Anzahl als auch die Komplexita¨t der Schriftzeichen sind groß und, was die mo¨glichen
Kombinationen von Konsonanten, Vokalen, Sub-konsonanten und abha¨ngigen Vokalen
angeht, vergleichsweise sogar riesig.
Ziel dieser Untersuchung ist es, diese Herausforderungen zu bewa¨ltigen und dazu beizutra-
gen, die angefu¨hrten Lu¨cken zu schließen. Dazu werden zuna¨chst die Originaldaten durch 3D-
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Scans erfasst, mit Bildverarbeitungsmethoden verarbeitet und transformiert in eine 2D Darstel-
lung, die dann weiter analysiert werden kann. Einzelne Schriftzeichen werden isoliert und
Verfahren zu deren Identifizierung werden entwickelt. Zur Charakterisierung werden deren
topologische und geometrische Strukturen genutzt, die entsprechend durch einfach zu berech-
nende Indizes erfasst werden. Es gelingt durch schrittweises Filtern vorgegebene Schriftzeichen
zu identifizieren. Das Verfahren wird anhand der Khmer-Schrift der pra¨-Angkor Periode en-
twickelt, la¨sst sich jedoch auch auf Schriften der anderen Epochen erweitern. Da bisher kein
Unicode vorlag, wurde fu¨r die pra¨-Angkor Periode auch der notwendige digitale Schrift Code
entwickelt. Anhand der entworfenen mathematischen Methoden und Algorithmen wird ein
Software-Werkzeug entwickelt, mit dem historische Khmer-Zeichen und Inschriften verarbeitet
und analysiert werden ko¨nnen. Dabei handelt es sich um eine erste, experimentelle Version, die
in einem weiterfu¨hrenden Projekt noch fu¨r die allgemeine Nutzung auszubauen ist.
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Abstract
Khmer inscriptions are primary sources of information on the history of Cambodia. Weathering,
pollution, intentional damage or destruction and the acts of war have caused the inscriptions in
a bad condition. Historians and Linguists have already intensively used the Khmer inscriptions
to gain a better understanding of the ancient Khmer civilization.
Still, there has so far not been any research project using modern methods of scientific
computing in order to
• appropriately capture Khmer inscriptions digitally,
• enhance these data using image processing techniques and transform them into 2D repre-
sentations,
• optimally repair or if possible supplement damaged or incomplete script,
• provide tools for digital image processing and analysis of texts in ancient Khmer inscrip-
tions,
• and thereby contribute to the reconstruction, readability and preservation of these valuable
historic documents.
In doing so, challenges arise that can only be addressed by the use of new concepts and
methods. This is caused by the following facts:
• The inscriptions usually exist as 3D data.
• Their size or condition is sometimes problematic.
• The number as well as the complexity of the characters is large. In regard to the possible
combinations of consonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels, they are compara-
tively huge.
The aim of this research project is to overcome these challenges and to contribute to the
filling the above mentioned gaps. For this purpose, the original data of the inscriptions was ac-
quired by a 3D scanning, then processed with image processing methods and transformed into
a 2D representation, which could then be further analyzed. Single characters were isolated, and
methods for their identification were developed. To identify the characters, their topological
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and geometrical structures were used. The features of the characters were captured by indices
that are easy to compute. The identification of a given character was done by repeated filtering.
The methods were developed by the example of the Khmer script of pre-Angkorian period but
it can be extended to be used on Khmer scripts of other periods. As it does not exist Unicode for
pre-Angkorian period script, a digital code was developed. Based on the designed mathematical
methods and algorithms, a software tool was developed with which ancient Khmer characters
and inscriptions can be processed and analyzed. This software tool is a first experimental ver-
sion, which will be expanded in a further project for general use.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The main aim of this investigation is the development of mathematical and computational meth-
ods to process and analyse Khmer inscriptions which have remained more or less preserved
throughout the turbulent history of Cambodia. The inscriptions date back to different periods of
the Khmer culture and are important historical documents. Quite often the inscriptions are in
bad condition due to adverse influence of the weathering, pollution, deliberate damage or acts
of war.
As always, in the analysis of data, the quality of the data and the questions posed are impor-
tant factors in choosing the methodical approach. Here we are not dealing with text documents
written in the modern Khmer font on paper, which in many situations of modern daily life have
to be recorded and analyzed with tools of IT, but we are concerned with historical documents
on stones, where all available information, also the spatial one, has to be used to get the best out
of noisy and often incomplete data. This fact is requiring IT methods to retrieve from this data
the information on the original inscriptions, to provide methods of image processing to derive
2D representations of the original 3D engravings, representing letters and symbols. Filtering
techniques identifying characters and derived combinations have to be designed. A basis for
text analysis has to be developed.
Following the very positive experiences obtained in research at the Interdisciplinary Center
for Scientific Computing, Heidelberg University, for cuneiform tablets and inscriptions on Jew-
ish tombstones[45] [1], we started this project, which we are going to describe in this section.
1.1 General Description of the Problems
Khmer inscriptions are the main sources of Cambodia’s ancient history [82]. The studies of
the information in Khmer inscriptions and the inferences from this information offer a wealthy
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knowledge of certain facets of ancient Khmer civilization including literature, art, religion, the
way of life and society (social and political organization), etc. in the ancient times [25] [26].
Khmer inscriptions are well studied in history and linguistics. However, there is no Khmer
inscription research in scientific computing. Computational methods can provide useful tools
to restore and analyze the inscriptions, available as digital versions of stone-rubbing or as 3D
scans.
Quite often the state of the inscriptions is bad due to the exposure to weathering, pollution,
deliberate damage or acts of war. The size, eroded surfaces, the large number of characters and
their combinations are causing difficulties in the analysis of the inscriptions.
• Size: the fact is that most of Khmer inscriptions are engraved on big stones. The preser-
vation of the whole inscriptions is difficult because (1) the limitation of camera lenses to
capture the small script when we take photograph and (2) the size of paper when we do
stone-rubbing. Often, script data may be lost during stone-rubbing. 3D scanning can be
an approach to solve this difficulty.
• Eroded surfaces: they lead to incomplete data of script and to noisy data. The geometric
structures of the script may also be destroyed. Digital restoration of the inscriptions
and making them readable again, at least for experts, are challenges to mathematics and
computer science. The eroded surfaces of two inscriptions are shown in figure 1.1 and
1.2 (p.3).
• Script of ancient Khmer: it is classified into three periods– pre-Angkor, Angkor and
post-Angkor. In each period, the total number of characters are quite different while
the shapes of characters quite similar. In general, the script in each period consists of
four different sets of characters: consonants, sub-consonants, independent vowels and
dependent vowels. Additionally, the derived combinations of consonants, sub-consonants
and dependent vowels have complex structures which are difficult to be identified.
• The styles of engraving: they produce the variety of shapes and sizes of characters.
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Figure 1.1: The eroded surface of the inscription at the door jamb of the Preah Vihear temple[53]
Figure 1.2: The eroded surface of the inscription engraved at the door jamb of the Banteay Srei
temple (photo by prof. W. Ja¨ger, 2012)
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1.2 State of the Art
1.2.1 3D Scanned Data
3D scanning is an accurate method of measuring the geometry of physical objects. The 3D scan
data produced by 3D scanners is a point cloud of geometric samples on the surface of the object.
For 3D scan data, the dimensions of the objects such as length, width, height, volume, surface
area, etc. can be determined. So 3D scan data outweighs 2D data in preserving more geometric
information of the objects. 3D data models are used to solve cultural heritage problems, for
example, script visualization of both cuneiform tablets and inscriptions on Jewish tombstones
[1] [45], a partial reconstruction of the Banteay Chhmar temple [68] and the reconstruction of
Shiva statues located in Kor Ker temple [2]. Figure 1.3 shows reassembled stones of the Banteay
Chhmar temple, using 3D data models and figure 1.4 (p.5) shows the script visualization of
cuneiform tablets.
Figure 1.3: (a) The photograph of a wall at the Banteay Chhmar temple. (b) The reassembled
stones of the temple wall bounded in red, using 3D data models [68].
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Figure 1.4: 3D models of conjoined cuneiform tablets VAT no. 9927 and 9970 (a) with vir-
tual illumination. (b) with a gray-scale texture map computed by using multi-scale integral
invariants [45].
1.2.2 Modern and Ancient Character Recognitions
The character recognition is one domain of object recognition. The increasing demand of pa-
perless office spurs optical character recognition (OCR) systems to development. Digit and
signature recognition systems are widely used in bank industry.
Character recognitions consist in recognition of characters from document images and con-
version of them into editable text format, which make documentation and information distribu-
tion easier. To recognize the characters, we need to capture the distinctive characteristics of the
characters. It is called feature extraction. It is required that an individual character has to be
represented by a unique feature.
Methods such as moment, histogram, Fourier and wavelet descriptors, Hough transform,
topological and differential geometric concepts [17][28] are used to extract features for various
scripts.
Generally, in object recognition, a shape of a physical object is represented by regions. The
boundary and skeleton of the region can also represent the shape. Features can be extracted
from external representation when we are interest in shape characteristics of the region or from
internal representation when we are interest in regional properties such as color, texture, bright-
ness, etc. [5] [17] [28]. In OCR, objects mean characters. Characters can be represented by
regions, the boundaries of regions, and/or the skeletons of regions.
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Once the characters are characterized by mathematical models, known as feature vectors,
the final decision is to classify these features into classes based on pre-defined labels. Decision-
theoretic and structural approaches can be applied (see more details in chapter 12 [17]). The
decision-theoretic approach is concerned with statistical and machine learning methods [21]
[22] [85] while the structural approach is concerned with attributed string matching or edit
distance [4] [44] [47] [77] [78] [84].
Over the last decades, the work on character recognition system has become very mature [5]
[49] [50] [52] [64] [69]. A lot of methods have been applied to various modern scripts such as
Latin [9] [10] [15] [19] [63] [71] [76] [87], Japanese [32] [66] [72], Chinese [29] [35] [36][41]
[76] and some kinds of Indian scripts. Also, some other scripts in Asia such as Khmer and
Thai are found in [6] [48] [75] [80]. Nevertheless, open problems still exist in recognitions of
handwritten characters because of the variety of hand writing.
Other problems still exist as it comes to the recognition of ancient scripts like cuneiform and
calligraphy, which appear in tablets, stones, fan-palm leaves and wood. The major problems
are the distorted and damaged geometric shapes and the destruction of texture and color of
the materials. Research work on digital restoration of ancient document images and feature
extractions of various ancient scripts are presented in [16] [31] [45] [46] [55] [88] [90] [91]
. However, with the demand for digital preservation of historical documents, the research on
further ancient script recognition is still necessary.
1.2.3 Khmer Inscriptions
The background of Khmer inscriptions and the study of the Khmer inscription in the area of
history and linguistics are described in this section.
The ancient Khmer started to record information on the stones in the 1st century AD. Ap-
proximately 1300 inscriptions were officially registered in the inventory of Khmer inscriptions.
The discovery of new inscriptions accounts for the increasing statistics every year [27]. Khmer
inscriptions are found in French museum and in some countries which used to be Khmer em-
pire's territory– Thailand, Lao and South Vietnam [82]. In general, the inscriptions were placed
in the temple compounds such as walls, doorjambs, the bases of statues, stelas or pillars of
the temples. Figures 1.5 and 1.6 (p.7) show the inscription engraved in the doorjamb of the
Preah Vihear temple and figure 1.7 (p.8) displays the inscription at the Benteay Srei temple in
Siem Reap. The inscriptions, nevertheless, have not been in situ because of preservation in the
museum or looting. Figure 1.8 (p.8) displays well-preserved Khmer inscriptions in the Angkor
Conservation Center (ACC), Siem Reap, Cambodia. The center is the oldest center established
in the 1900s to store the cultural heritage of the Khmer empire.
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Figure 1.5: Map of inscription K380 at the doorjamb of the Phrea Vihear temple[53].
Figure 1.6: The campaign of 3D scanning of inscription K380 at the doorjamb of the Phrea
Vihear temple[53].
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Figure 1.7: The inscription at the doorjamb of the Banteay Srei temple in Siem Reap, Cambodia
(photo by prof. W. Ja¨ger, 2012).
Figure 1.8: The inscriptions are well-preserved in Angkor Conservation Center(ACC), Siem
Reap, Cambodia.
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Khmer epigraphy was initiated in 1890 by the Dutch and French. Louis Finot (1864-1935)
published six volumes of Khmer inscription books [13]; Georges Coede`s (1886-1969) five vol-
umes [8]. Furthermore, they are followed by Pos Saveros [37] [38] [39] [40], Long Seam [42]
[43], Jenner N. Philip [57] [59], Vong Sotheara [81] [82] [83] and Horm Chhaily [7]. The
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) also published
four volumes of Khmer inscriptions [79].
However, these publications are in the disciplines of history, literature and linguistics.
1.3 Project Aims and Solution Approach
In our PhD research project, we mainly focus on developing methods from mathematics and
computer science to process and analyze Khmer inscriptions.
Due to the problems as described in section 1.1, they influence choosing the appropriate
approach to develop the methods. We thus confine our study to pre-Angkorian inscriptions of
ancient Khmer. We focus on the pre-Angkorian inscriptions in which the script data can be read-
able. We also consider a certain variation of script shapes. However, this variety of shapes have
to maintain topological and geometrical structures with regard to the standard shapes which are
defined by history and linguistic scientists. The approaches to our confined study are described
as follows.
(A) Image Processing Methods:
• Starting from 3D scanning of original Khmer inscriptions at Angkor Conservation
Center (ACC), Siem Reap, Cambodia, we apply a curvature-based method, Gigamesh,
which were developed at IWR. This method extracts the information on the inscrip-
tions. From the Gigamesh software framework, we derive 2D representations of the
original 3D engravings.
• The following step is to reduce the obtained information from script extraction to es-
sential script data, using global and local thresholding methods of binarization. In
some circumstances, image enhancement techniques are implemented to improve the
geometric shapes of the obtained script data and to reduce noise from the representa-
tions.
• We then separate the script data in the representations into a set of isolated characters.
Based on the characteristics of Khmer writing system, the script apparently stays in
lines. Between each line, there exists curvilinear blank space. We find a path with
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optimal traverse cost of two points through blank space to segment the script data into
a set of isolated characters.
• We take skeletons to denote the topological and geometrical structures of the charac-
ters. To obtain the skeletons of the characters, Zhang and Suen’s method of thinning
operation from image processing is applied.
(B) Image Analysis Methods:
• We develop new methods to identify the characters. Concepts of topology and geom-
etry are used to extract features of the characters.
• Ancient Khmer characters are considered as compositions of line and curve segments.
These sets of line and curve segments can be characterized by their topologies. Curve
segments are characterized by their positions and curvatures.
• Undirected connected graphs are used to describe the topologies of the characters.
We extract topological features of the characters from the degrees of nodes. Based on
the topological features, the ancient Khmer characters can be identified and grouped
into classes.
• For each topological feature-based class, we define another group of features called
geometric features to differentiate the characters in the class if there exist more than
one character. The geometric features are extracted from curvatures of the character
curve segments. We do not need the precise values of curvatures. We are only inter-
ested in the signs of the curvatures denoted by +1 (convex), 0 (flat) or -1 (concave).
Differentiability is too strong for this analysis since the curves arising in our appli-
cations are not smooth. In this purpose, concepts of integral geometry are used. For
a point p of a curve segment γ and a disk of the radius r, centered at p, there exists
a sub-curve of γ passing through p and separating the disk into two parts. Determi-
nation of two separated parts of the disk is good indicator for convex, concave and
flat. As a result, the geometric features of the characters are the finite sequences of
the permutations of +1, 0 and -1, respectively.
• We develop an algorithm to replace the sub-sequences such as (0,-1), (0, 1), (0, 0),
(-1, 0), (1, 0), (-1, -1), (1, 1) with -1, 1, 0, -1, 1, -1, 1, respectively, in the sequences.
We finally obtain the unique sequence which acts as the filter for each character.
• We design an algorithm to decompose the combinations of consonants, sub-consonants
and/or dependent vowels. The algorithm uses two predefined lines– lower and upper
bound lines– to separate the region of consonants, sub-consonants and dependent
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vowels in the text region. Based on lower and upper bound lines, we can track the
information about the region of consonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels in
the combinations. Then, the combinations are decomposed according to the tracking
region information.
1.4 Summary of Research Results and Contributions
The approaches described in section 1.3 give us significant results. The summary of the results
and contributions of our PhD research project are provided below.
Summary of Research Results
From the image processing methods defined in our thesis, we can obtain the compact topological
and geometrical structure of the characters from the inscriptions. As for image analysis methods
defined in our thesis to identify the characters, the results show that the filtering technique based
on the topological features can classify the characters into 15 classes. Among 15 classes, 4
classes are unique, that is, there exists only one character in the class. Then, for the geometric
features, they can identify the characters which have the same topological structures. However,
the accuracy of character identification also depends on a certain variation of character shapes.
In our methods, we use the sign of the curvature to identify the characters. Therefore, for some
characters having the same topological structures, if the curvature is very small or missing in
some parts of the character structures, they will be mixed up with other characters.
Research Contributions
Our research aim is to develop mathematical and computational methods to process and analyze
Khmer inscriptions in the pre-Angkorian period. The research is concerned with mathematics,
computer science and cultural heritage. Our contributions are listed as follows:
(1) We provide the curvature-based method to retrieve the information on the original 3D
Khmer inscriptions and the methods of binarization and skeletonization to extract the topo-
logical and geometrical structures of ancient Khmer characters.
(2) We also provide the line segmentation method to separate the script data on the inscriptions
to a set of isolated characters.
(3) We prove that concepts of topology and integral geometry can be used to discriminate the
characters. We define two types of features– topological and geometric features– for the
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characters. Topological features are extracted from topological structures of the characters,
whereas geometric features are extracted from the sign of curvatures of character curve
segments.
(4) We give a simple robust algorithm to separate the derived combinations of consonants, sub-
consonants and dependent vowels. This algorithm uses two pre-defined lines to separate
the region of consonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels in the text region. Then
the combination is decomposed based on the information of these regions.
(5) we develop vector graphics font of ancient Khmer characters in pre-Angkorian period. This
font can be used to support the functionality of converting the results of character identifi-
cation into editable file format.
(6) As the final result, the designed mathematical methods and algorithms are used to process
and analyze Khmer inscriptions.
(7) The developed software based on the designed mathematical methods and algorithms is
replacing the preservation of the inscriptions by stone-rubbing and the transcription and
transliteration of the inscriptions by word processors.
In the following chapters, the details of the work on 3D image processing, analysis and soft-
ware development of Khmer inscriptions are described.
1.5 Structure of Thesis
The structure of this thesis is arranged as follows:
Chapter 2 gives the description of the ancient Khmer writing system. The chapter starts
with the origin of Khmer inscriptions and primitive script, used by the ancient Khmer. Next,
the direction of writing in the ancient Khmer writing system is explained. At last, chapter 2
mentions the ancient Khmer characters in linguistics. We discuss linguistic method to use an-
cient Khmer characters to record the sounds of three languages– Sanskrit, Pali and Khmer. This
is the principle to assist in discovering mathematical methods to characterize ancient Khmer
characters.
Chapter 3 goes into the details of image processing methods of Khmer inscriptions. It covers
the process of the 3D data scanning of Khmer inscriptions and the introduction of a curvature-
based method to retrieve the information on the inscriptions. Then, the methods of thresholding
are given, reducing the obtained information to essential script data. We discuss two methods
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of thresholding for Khmer inscriptions. It is followed by a thinning operation. The thinning
operation reduces script data to characteristics of topological and geometrical structures of the
script. We also present the character line segmentation method to segment script data in 2D
representations of the inscriptions into a set of isolated characters. Finally, in the last part of
this chapter, we show image enhancement method which needs to further improve the structures
of the characters.
Chapter 4 presents the image analysis methods of Khmer inscriptions. In this chapter, we
explain novel mathematical methods to characterize the ancient Khmer script. Concepts of
connected graphs, topology and integral geometry are used for character identification. Subse-
quently, we thoroughly discuss the development of features of the characters. We also present a
new algorithm to decompose the combinations of consonants, sub-consonants and/or dependent
vowels.
Chapter 5 gives the examples of applying the methods described in chapter 3 and 4 to the
ancient Khmer script.
Chapter 6 describes a software framework to implement the methods from chapter 3 and 4.
The software is called Khmer Inscriptions Analysis Software Tool (KIAST). KIAST is based in
Matlab. It consists of four important parts– image processing, image analysis, visualization and
image enhancement. The interface of KIAST is also designed for user-friendly interactions.
Chapter 7 provides the conclusion and the outlook of our research work.
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Chapter 2
Basic Facts in Khmer Epigraphy
The aim of chapter 2 is basically to discuss the ancient Khmer writing system such as the script,
the direction of writing and how to use the script to represent speech sounds of three languages–
Khmer, Pali and Sanskrit. In the first section, we start with a presentation of the script used in
the ancient Khmer time.
2.1 Ancient Khmer Script
The primitive of Khmer script was descended from the Brahmi script, which was used in south-
ern India and south-east Asia during the 5th and 6th centuries AD [30]. The Brahmi script in
the inscription of Asokar and standard Brahmi alphabet are shown in figure 2.1 and 2.2 below.
Figure 2.1: The Brahmi script in the Asokar inscription.
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Figure 2.2: The standard Brahmi alphabet.
The inscription K600 dated 611 AD is considered as the oldest dated Khmer inscription
using ancient Khmer alphabet for writing Khmer language. It was found at Angkor Borei in
Takeo Province south of Phnom Penh[7] [82]. The inscription is shown in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: The oldest dated inscription K600 [58] [82]
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The Khmer alphabet developments are grouped into three main periods– pre-Angkorian
(1st century-802), Angkorian (802-1432) and post-Angkorian period (1432-1863) [79] [82].
During these three periods, several geometric shapes of the characters changed and more char-
acters were added to the script. According to [79] [82], the ancient Khmer alphabet consists
of five sets– consonants, subscripts or sub-consonants, dependent vowels, independent vowels
and symbols to represent numbers. The alphabet in pre-Angkorian period is composed of 33
consonants, 33 sub-consonants, 12 independent vowels, 13 dependent vowels and symbols for
representing numbers. The ancient Khmer alphabet in each period is depicted in appendix A.
2.2 The Direction of Writing
Traditionally, the direction of ancient Khmer writing is from right to left and from top to bottom.
The text stays in row or horizontal direction. One could write text in more than one columns per
row. The text lines in columns and rows are separated from each other by blank space. However,
characters were still read from right to left and from top to bottom. The Khmer inscriptions in
figure 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 display the text written in rows and columns.
Figure 2.4: Text is written in one column per row.
Figure 2.5: Text is written in two columns per row.
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Figure 2.6: Text is written in four columns per row.
2.3 How to Use the Script
As mentioned in section 2.1, the Khmer ancient alphabet is classified into five groups– conso-
nants, sub-consonants, independent vowels, dependent vowels and some symbols.
The alphabet was used to write three languages– Khmer, Pali and Sanskrit. The speech
sounds of these languages can be represented by one or two consonants, independent vowels
or the combinations of consonants, sub-consonants and/or dependent vowels. For the combi-
nations, they must have a consonant connected with dependent vowels and/or sub-consonants.
It is impossible to combine dependent vowels and sub-consonants without the presence of any
consonant. In the ancient Khmer writing system, it exist the rules to place dependent vowels
and sub-consonants in combinations. The positions of dependent vowels can be above, below
and on the left and right sides of the consonants. As for sub-consonants, their positions are
the same as dependent vowels’ positions, except the position being above the consonants. The
sample text of inscription K49 is displayed in figure 2.7 and the combinations are shown in
figure 2.8.
We use some abbreviations as given in table 2.1 to explain the combinations. The combi-
nations of consonants, sub-consonants and/or dependent vowels have complex geometric struc-
tures. There is no space that visually separate between consonants, dependent vowels and sub-
consonants.
Abbreviation Meaning
C Consonant
INV Independent vowel
D Dependent vowel
S Sub-consonant
Table 2.1: The abbreviation for the types of characters.
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Figure 2.7: The sample text of inscription K49.
Figure 2.8: The combinations of consonants, sub-consonants and/or dependent vowels to rep-
resent the speech sounds in Khmer, Pali and Sanskrit languages.
Therefore, it is difficult to characterize the combinations. The first approach to solve this
difficulty is to develop an algorithm which can separate dependent vowels and sub-consonants
from consonants. Another possible approach is to treat this kind of the combinations as new
characters. However, the latter produces a large set of features for characters because of the
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union and intersection operations of three sets– consonants, sub-consonants and dependent
vowels. In this dissertation, the first approach is considered. We are explaining the algorithm to
separate the combinations in the chapter 4, section 4.2.
2.4 Summary
To sum up, chapter 2 gave discussion on the ancient Khmer writing system. We described the
ancient Khmer script and the rules of using them to write Khmer, Pali and Sanskrit languages.
We also introduced how to write and read the text in the inscriptions. What we presented in this
chapter is important for character segmentation and characterization of ancient Khmer charac-
ters by mathematical methods. We consider the script in the pre-Angkorian period because it
is the oldest script and our application is also the first application of Khmer inscriptions. In
chapter 3, the image processing methods of Khmer inscriptions are presented.
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Chapter 3
Image Processing Methods –
Transfer of 3D Inscription Data to 2D
Representations
In chapter 3, we present methods to retrieve topological and geometrical structures of the script
from the inscriptions. In the first section, we present 3D scanning of Khmer inscriptions and
the method to transfer 3D inscription data to 2D representations. We then give thresholding
methods to reduce data in 2D representations to essential script data and a thinning operation to
reduce script data to the characteristics of topological and geometrical structures of the script.
We also give character segmentation to segment the script data in the representations to a set
of isolated characters. At last, we present the image enhancement techniques to improve the
structures of the script.
3.1 3D Scanning of Khmer Inscriptions
We use the optical 3D scanner to capture 3D models of Khmer inscriptions like [45] [68] [86].
In principle, optical 3D scanner produces range images of the object, having pixel value from
[0-255] that correspond to the distance to the object surface in the specific field of view (FOV).
The range images are then stitched together to form a 3D-model of the object. The stitching
process is known as registration. Iterative Closest Point(ICP) method, which minimizes the
least square error between range images, is the most prominent technique for registration [45].
In scanning, working distance of optics is defined by the depth of field (DOF) and the focal
plan. The working distance is usually fixed when fixed focal length optics are used. The fixed
focal length optics can give more accuracy than zoom optics. The working distance is between
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50 centimeters and 2 meters [45]. Characteristics of optical 3D scanner is shown figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: (a) The side view of 3D scanner and its two FOVs. (b) Perspective drawing of the
FOV and its dimensions [45] (p.17).
From the figure 3.1, the optical 3D scanner consists of two cameras accounting for two
FOVs– FOV I and FOV II. FOV I is FOV of camera I and FOV II is either the FOV of camera
II (steros) or the projection of structured light. The frustum in green color is the space in which
an object can be captured. The space is defined by:
xmin, ymin, zmin, xmax, ymax, zmax
The optical 3D scanner– Breuckmann smartSCAN HE with FOV-475mm is selected to ac-
quire 3D models of Khmer inscriptions. The selection of the Breuckmann smartSCAN HE is
based on the experiments in [45] where the various optical 3D scanners from several manufac-
turers were evaluated by criteria such as time for scanning process, accuracy measurement and
the price in the market. The results showed that the Breuckmann smartSCAN HE is the best
solution because the 3D-model of the Breuckmann smartSCAN HE displays the detailed infor-
mation of the script much more distinct. The results of the experiments from [45] are shown in
table 3.1 and figure 3.2 (p.23).
The Breuckmann smartSCAN HE is the structured-light and stereo optical scanner that
uses fringe projection to measure precise 3D coordinates. It has two cameras– left and right
cameras and one projector to produce the 3D-model. Breuckmann smartSCAN HE provides
various types of lenses or field of view (FOV)– 60, 150, 475, 825 and 1000mm. The lenses
have to be adjusted to the size of the objects. The smaller the objects are the smaller lenses are
used. For example, for the cuneiforms and fingerprints, 60 and 150mm are recommended [45]
and for the large objects such as statues or temples, 825 and 1.000mm are suggested [62]. The
Breuckmann smartSCAN HE is also shown in figure 3.3 (p.23).
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Resolution [DPI]
3D Scanner Average Maximum Quantile
Manufacturer Model 1% 99%
Breuckmann smartSCAN 305,8 501,0 80,2 829,1
Minolta RANGE5 261,9 198,4 125,6 254,3
Perceptron Infinite SC 229,0 191,0 95,7 232,0
Table 3.1: Estimated resolutions of 3D Scanners in DPI assuming a flat surface with equidistant
measuring points
Figure 3.2: Distribution of distances of adjacent measuring points in mm for the same object
acquired with (a) Breuckmann smartSCAN, (b) Minolta RANGE5 and (c) Perceptron Infinit SC
3D scanner. Smaller distance means higher resolution.
Figure 3.3: The structured-light 3D scanner– Breuckmann smartSCAN HE.
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The investigation into FOV during scanning campaign in Angkor Conservation Center (ACC),
Siem Reap, Cambodia, 2013 shows that FOV 475mm is an optimal choice to capture the script
in the inscriptions in terms of resolutions and time of scanning. It takes 30 minutes to 2 hours
to scan an inscription. Namely, for each inscription, ten to forty scans are required. The time of
scanning relies on the size of each inscription. The scanning campaign of Khmer inscriptions is
illustrated in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: The 3D scanning operation of Khmer inscriptions in Angkor Conversation Center,
Siem Reap, Cambodia, March 2013.
3.2 Transfer of 3D Inscription Data to 2D Representations
Transfer of 3D inscriptions data to 2D representations is to visualize the script data from the
inscriptions and represent the script data in 2D representations. To achieve the transformation,
we compute the feature vectors of 3D models of the inscriptions. Before the computation of
feature vectors, the 3D models of the inscriptions obtained from the scanner need to be cleaned
to remove unnecessary parts of the models, align the mesh and optimize the number of vertices
to represent the geometric shapes of the inscriptions. It can be done by Optocat which is licensed
software together with the Breuckmann smartSCAN HE 3D Scanner.
There are further processes to clean up solo vertices and singularities vertices as well as
non-manifolds faces as described in [34]. These processes can be manipulated by Gigamesh
framework developed in [45], which was developed at Interdisciplinary Center for Scientific
Computing (IWR), Heidelberg University.
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A curvature-based method is then used to compute the feature vectors of the inscriptions.
In this method, the features of 3D inscription model is characterized by the curvature of surface
of the model. The curvature of the surface at a point pi is estimated by a volume integral
invariant. The detail of the method is described in [45]. Here, we introduce the concept of
integral invariants [60][61] to approximate the curvature of curve in R2 or surface R3.
Assume that a 2D curve c or 3D surface Φ is the boundary ∂D of a domain D in R2 or R3.
Integral invariant can be computed by
IrD(p) =
∫
Br(p)
χD(x)dx (3.1)
where χD(x) is the characteristic function. χD(x) is 1 if x ∈ domain D and 0 otherwise. Br(p)
is the ball of radius r centered at p ∈ D and Φ. The ball Br(p) is a disk in R2 and a sphere in
R3. From the equation 3.1, the volume below the intersection of the surface ∂Φ and the sphere
B3r (p) is computed with respect to radius r. Giving a point pi, the volume Vr(∂D := ∂Φ∩Br(pi))
indicates the curvature κi of surface at pi. If half sphere is defined as a threshold of a flat
segment, curvature κi can be mapped to convex (+1), concave (-1) or flat(0).
The curvature κi of surface at pi indicates the elevation of the surface at pi. The feature
vectors K = (κ1, κ2, ..., κn) represent the elevation of the surface of 3D model. The heightmap is
used to visualize the surface elevation with respect to the curvature of surface.
From curvature-based method, we retrieve 2D representations of the original Khmer inscrip-
tions as shown in figure 3.5 (p.26). We then reduce the information on the 2D representations
to essential script data. The process is explained below.
3.3 Reduction in Information on 2D Representations to Es-
sential Script Data
The 2D representations of the original inscriptions contain various information including essen-
tial script data and noise. In this section, we describe the global and local thresholding methods
to reduce the information to essential script data.
Thresholding
Thresholding method segments pixels of a gray-scale image F(x, y) into two distinct classes
c = {c0, c1} which c1 = {(x, y),G(x, y) = 1}, c0 = 1 − c1, and G(x, y) is a segmented image.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The 2D representation of inscription K826 retrieved from curvature-based
method– Gigamesh. (b) The visualization of elevation of the surface of inscription K826. (c) A
part of script visualization from (a).
The segmented image G(x, y) is defined by
G(x, y) =
1 i f F(x, y) > T0 i f F(x, y) ≤ T (3.2)
where F(x, y) is the gray-scale intensity of any point (x, y) in an image. When T is a constant
applied over an entire image, the equation 3.2 is referred to as global thresholding. When values
of T change over an image, the equation 3.2 referred to as local thresholding in which the value
of T at any point(x,y) depends on the properties of its neighborhood [18].
In our research, we adapted Otsu’s method for global thresholding[56] and Sauvola’s method
for local thresholding [67]. Otsu’s global thresholding is designed for 2D representations in
which pixel intensities of script data are homogeneous and Sauvola’s local thresholding is de-
signed for 2D representations in which pixel intensities of script data are inhomogeneous.
Otsu’s Global Thresholding Method
Otsu’s method– known as histogram-based method find ‘goodness’ of threshold and then auto-
matically select an optimal threshold th∗.
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In a gray-scale image of the inscription, we consider script data in dark intensity against
white background, so the image gray-level pixels [0, 1, 2, ..., L − 1] are partitioned into two
classes, c0 denoting [0, 1, 2, ..., t] belonging to script data and c1 denoting [t+1, t+2, t+3, ..., L−1]
belonging to background, at optimal level th∗. To determine th∗, the criteria for class separability
in discriminant analysis of statistics [14] is used .
Define σ2W ,σ
2
B and σ
2
T as within-class variance, the between-class variance and the total-
class variance, respectively. The objective functions of σ2W ,σ
2
B and σ
2
T are defined as follows.
λ =
σ2B
σ2W
, η =
σ2B
σ2T
, β =
σ2T
σ2W
(3.3)
where
σ2T = σ
2
W + σ
2
B (3.4)
σ2W = ω0σ
2
0 + ω1σ
2
1 (3.5)
σ2B = ω0(µ0 − µT )2 + ω1(µ1 − µT )2 (3.6)
= ω0ω1(µ1 − µ0)2 (3.7)
σ2T =
L−1∑
i=0
(i − µT )2Pri (3.8)
The optimal threshold th∗ can be determined by maximizing one of the object functions in (3.3).
Taking η, the optimal threshold th∗ is determined as
th∗ = arg max
t∈[0,L−1]
(η) (3.9)
where
Pri =
ni
n
, Pri > 0,
L−1∑
i=0
= 1 (3.10)
ωo =
t∑
i=1
Pri, (3.11)
ω1 =
L−1∑
i=t+1
Pri = 1 − ω0 (3.12)
µT =
L−1∑
i=0
iPri, µt =
t∑
i=0
iPri, (3.13)
µ0 =
µt
ω0
, µ1 =
µT − µt
1 − ω0 (3.14)
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Here ni denotes the number of pixels at level i, n is the total number of pixels in input image
(2D representation) by n = n0 + n1 + n2, ...,+nL−1. ω0 is class probability of object (script data)
c0 and ω1 class probability of background c1.
We formulate the algorithm 3.3.1 to compute the threshold t∗ of Otsu’s method below.
Algorithm 3.3.1 (Otsu’s Algorithm)
1. Read character input image
2. If input image is color image then
gray-level image = Round(aR + bG + cB)
which a, b, c is coefficient of R(Red),G(Green), B(Blue).
3. Compute histogram and probabilities of each intensity level.
4. Set up initial ωi(0) and µi(0).
5. Step through all possible threshold t =1..., maximum intensity.
(a) Update ωi and µi.
(b) Compute σ2B(t).
6. Optimal threshold th∗ corresponds to the maximum σ2B(t).
The extractions of essential script data from 2D gray-scale representations (images) using Otsu’s
method are shown in figure 3.6 (p.29).
Sauvola’s Local Thresholding Method
Unlike global thresholding approach, local thresholding approach determines threshold locally,
e.g. pixel by pixel, or region by region. Each pixel or region has individual threshold. Sauvola’s
method defines the threshold t(x, y) of each pixel by computing the local mean m(x, y), standard
deviation σ(x, y) of the pixel in a small neighborhood– n × n window. The equation of the
threshold t(x, y) is defined by
th(x, y) = m(x, y)
[
1 + k
(
σ(x, y)
R
)
− 1
]
(3.15)
Where m(x, y) and σ(x, y) are mean and standard deviation of the pixel intensities in a n × n
window centered around the pixel (x, y). R is the maximum value of the standard deviation
(R=128 for a gray-scale document). k is a parameter which takes positive values in the range
[0.2, 0.5]. k = 0.5 is recommended [70]. The Sauvola’s algorithm is formulated below.
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Figure 3.6: The extraction of script data from 2D representations using Otsu’s method. script
data in (d), (e) and (f) is extracted from (a) with t∗ = 0.5529, (b) with t∗ = 0.6000 and (c) with
t∗ = 0.0.5216, accordingly.
Algorithm 3.3.2 (Sauvola’s Algorithm)
1. Read gray-level image F(x, y) which 0 <= F(x, y) < t belonging to characters and t + 1 <
F(x, y) < L − 1 belonging to background.
2. Define n (e.g. n = 10, 20,...) for a small window g(x, y) which n is a number of row and
column of g(x, y)
3. Define k = 0.5 (k = [0.2, 0.5])
4. Compute mean values of image F′(x, y) of image F(x, y)
(a) Define mean value for a small window g(x, y)
(b) F′(x, y) = (F ∗ g)(x, y) where (∗) is convolution
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5. Compute σ(x, y) standard deviation of image F(x, y) by σ(x, y) =
√
E[X2] − µ2
which X = F(x, y), µ = F′(x, y)
(a) Compute expected value E[X2] = F2 ∗ g(x, y) where (∗) is convolution
(b) Compute µ2(x, y) mean square of image F(x, y) by µ2(x, y) = F′2(x, y)
(c) σ(x, y) =
(
E(X2) − F′2(x, y)
)0.5
6. Define R = max (σ(x, y))
7. Compute threshold th(x, y) = F′(x, y) ×
[
1 + k
(
σ(x,y)
R − 1
)]
8. Computed segmented image G(x, y) by F(x, y) > th(x, y)
The quality of script data, e.g script structures connectivity and noise reduction from 2D
representation can be achieved depending on the contrast of 2D representation and predefined
window n × n. We observed that noise can be removed from the representation when the 2D
representation has low contrast. However, the pixel connectivity in script structure is lost. We
also observed that there is no instant way of defining a well-predefined window. It is the process
of trial and error. Therefore, the satisfactory results from sauvola’s method have to satisfy
criteria such as:
• Preservation of the connectivity of the script structures.
• No hole in the script structures.
• Noise reduction achieved to a certain extent.
We illustrate 2D representation of inscription K193 in figure 3.7a, the gray scale of K193 in
figure 3.7b and the high-contrast gray scale of K193 in figure 3.7c. Figure 3.8 shows the results
of two predefined small window– 15 × 15 and 65 × 65– for local neighborhood of each pixel.
The results comparatively obtained by methods– Otsu and Sauvola– are depicted in figure 3.9
(p.32) .
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Figure 3.7: (a) The original Khmer inscription K193. (b) The gray-scale image of inscrip-
tion K193.(c) The gray-scale image of inscription K193 with the high contrast by saturating 1
percent at low and high intensities of gray-level inscription K193.
Figure 3.8: The results of applying Sauvola’s method to gray-scale image of inscription K193
with 1-percent saturation at low and high intensity of gray level using (a) small window 15× 15
and (b) small window 65 × 65.
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Figure 3.9: The results of applying (a) Otsu’s method to gray-scale image of inscription K193,
(b) Otsu’s method to gray-scale image of inscription K193 with 1-percent saturation at low
and high intensity, (c) Sauvola’s method to gray-scale image of inscription K193 using small
window 15 × 15 and (d) Sauvola’s method to gray-scale image of inscription K193 with 1-
percent saturation at low and high intensity using small window 15 × 15.
3.4 Reduction in Script Data to Characteristics of Topologi-
cal and Geometrical Structures of the Script
Our concept is based on topological and geometric features. So, we reduce the script data
to characteristics of topological and geometrical structures of the script (characters). In this
thesis, we take skeletons to denote the topological and geometrical structures of the script. The
skeleton of the script can be retrieved from image data by a thinning operation.
The thinning– also known as skeletonization– is the operation to peel off pixels as many
as possible without changing the structures of patterns or objects. After this operation, the
topological and geometrical properties such as connectivity, topology, length, direction and
width of the patterns are in the focus of investigation.
The final result of thinning operation is the skeleton representing the shapes of the script.
The skeleton should have the properties: (1) as thin as possible (thinness), (2) connected (con-
nectivity) and (3) centered (position). One-by-one connected pixels are required for the skele-
tons. We show the thinning operation in figure 3.10 and the skeleton of ancient Khmer script in
figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: The thinning operation to reduce original structure of consonant “la” to the skele-
ton representing topological and geometrical structure of the consonant. (a) original structure of
the consonant. (b) the skeleton in red located in the center of original structure of the consonant.
(c) The skeleton obtained from the thinning operation.
Figure 3.11: (a) The combination of consonant “da”and sub-consonant “dha”. (b) The skeleton
structures in red. (c) The skeleton from red rectangle in (b) stays in the center of original
structure. (d) The skeleton of the combination after thinning. (e) A part of the combination
zoomed in red rectangle in (d). (f) The one-by-one connected pixels of the combination zoomed
in from junction part in red rectangle in (e).
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We adapt Zhang and Suen’s method [89] for the thinning operation. It is considered a promi-
nent method in comparison with other methods suggested in [24][51][65][73]. The following is
Zhang and Suen’s method.
Zhang and Suen’s Method
Let matrix M(i, j) be 2D representation of script data which 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. n and m
are row and column of input image, accordingly. So,
M(i, j) =
 10 (3.16)
M(i, j) = 1 denotes script shapes and M(i, j) = 0 background. The script shapes consist of more
than one pixels having value 1(1s). Hence, the pixels having value 1 are deleted or transformed
to value 0 according to their neighbors at the nth iteration .
Assume that the neighbors of pixel P(i, j) in 3 × 3 window are like in figure 3.12 below.
 
P9 P2 P3 
P8 P1 P4 
P7 P6 P5 
j-1 j j+1
i-1 
i 
i+1 
Figure 3.12: The neighbor pixels (P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9) of P1 in 3 × 3 window.
We denote:
• B(P1) as the number of nonzero neighbors of P1. It is defined by B(P1)=P2 + P3 + P4 +
P5 + P6 + P7 + P8 + P9, that are the eight neighbors of P1 as shown in figure 3.12. The
computation of B(P1) is depicted in figure 3.13.
• A(P1) as the number of 01 patterns in the ordered set P2, P3, P4, ..., P9 which are also
demonstrated in figure 3.13.
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P9 =0 P2= 0 P3=0 
 P8=0 P1=1 P4=0 
P7=0 P6=0 P5=1 
P9 =0 P2= 0 P3=0 
P8=0 P1=1 P4=1 
P7=0 P6=1 P5=1 
P9 =0 P2= 0 P3=1 
 P8=0 P1=1 P4=0 
P7=1 P6=0 P5=0 
P9 =1 P2= 1 P3=1 
 P8=1 P1=1 P4=0 
P7=1 P6=1 P5=1 
B(P1) =1 
A(P1) =1 
A(P1) =1 
B(P1) =3 
A(P1) =2 
B(P1) =2 
A(P1) = 1 
B(P1) = 7 
Figure 3.13: The computation of counting the 01 patterns A(P1) and B(P1) = P2 + P3 + P4 +
P5 + P6 + P7 + P8 + P9.
Zhang and Suen’s method is to remove all contour pixels(1s) of the script shapes except
those pixels belonging to the skeleton. A pixel P1 is removed if it satisfies the following condi-
tions.
1. P1 is deleted if it satisfies the four conditions below:
(a) 2 ≤ B(P1) ≤ 6
(b) A(P1) = 1
(c) P2 ∗ P4 ∗ P6 = 0
(d) P4 ∗ P6 ∗ P8 = 0
2. P1 is deleted if it satisfies the four conditions below:
(a) 2 ≤ B(P1) ≤ 6
(b) A(P1) = 1
(c) P2 ∗ P4 ∗ P8 = 0
(d) P2 ∗ P6 ∗ P8 = 0
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The condition (a) is to preserve the endpoints of a skeleton line and condition (b) is to
prevent the deletion of those points that lie between the endpoints of a skeleton line as displayed
in figure 3.14.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
01 1 1 1 1 1 1
Figure 3.14: Preventing the deletion of the endpoints.
The Zhang and Suen’s algorithm is formulated below:
Algorithm 3.4.1 (Zhang and Suen’s Algorithm)
1. Read binary character input image M(i, j)
2. Define S = 1, R =total rows of input image, C =total columns of input image, and new
matrix F(i, j) having the same size as input image with its elements having value 1.
3. While loop S==1
(a) S==0
(b) For loop i = 2 till R − 1 and for loop j = 2 till C − 1
• if P(i, j)==1
i. compute A(P(i, j)) and B(P(i, j))
ii. compute P2 ∗ P4 ∗ P6 and P4 ∗ P6 ∗ P8
A. if A(P(i, j)) == 1 and 2 ≤ B(P(i, j)) ≤ 6 and P2 ∗ P4 ∗ P6 == 0 and
P4 ∗ P6 ∗ P8 == 0
– update F(i,j)=0;
– update S=1;
(c) update input image M(i, j) = M(i, j) ∗ F(i, j)
(d) For loop i = 2 till R − 1 and for loop j = 2 till C − 1
• if P(i, j)==1
i. compute A(P(i, j)) and B(P(i, j))
ii. compute P2 ∗ P4 ∗ P8 and P2 ∗ P6 ∗ P8
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A. if A(P(i, j)) == 1 and 2 ≤ B(P(i, j)) ≤ 6 and P2 ∗ P4 ∗ P8 == 0 and
P2 ∗ P6 ∗ P8 == 0
– update F(i,j)=0;
– update S=1;
(e) Update input image M(i, j) = M(i, j) ∗ F(i, j)
(f) The skeleton G(i, j) = M(i, j)
3.5 Character Segmentation
In this section, we describe character segmentation to segment the script data (text) on 2D
representations into a set of isolated characters.
Character segmentation is subjective. The process to segment the text into the sentence and
then into individual words or characters depends on the complexity of the text, i.e. how much
the text can be segmented. It also depends on an individual’s definition.
In our definition, we define consonants, independent vowels and the combinations of con-
sonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels as characters. So, the character segmentation to
our definition is to segment the script data (text) into a set of consonants, independent vowels
and the combinations with regard to ancient Khmer writing system.
As described in chapter 2 (section 2.2), in ancient Khmer writing system characters were
written rowwise and read from right to left and from top to bottom. There can be more than one
column in each row.
Based on the characteristics of Khmer writing system, the script apparently stays in line-
the so-called text line. Between each text line, there exists curvilinear blank space. Therefore,
we design line segmentation to segment the script data into sets of isolated characters.
In line segmentation of 2D representations of the inscriptions, blank space acts as delimiter
to separate script data into text line and into isolated characters. It requires two processes–
horizontal and vertical line segmentation. The horizontal line separates script data into text
lines while vertical line separates each text line into isolated characters: consonants, indepen-
dent vowels and the combinations. Basically, horizontal and vertical line segmentation can be
achieved by projection-based methods. The vertical projection profile is obtained by summing
pixel values belonging to the script along the horizontal axis for each y value and horizontal
projection profile can also be obtained by summing pixel values belonging to the script along
the vertical axis for each x value. They are defined by
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pro f ile(y) =
∑
1≤x≤M
G(x, y) (3.17)
pro f ile(x) =
∑
1≤y≤N
G(x, y) (3.18)
where pro f ile(y) is the vertical projection profile, pro f ile(x) is horizontal projection profile
and G(x, y) is 2D representations of the inscriptions.
for given thresholds a and b, any pro f ile(y) = b and pro f ile(x) = a are considered as blank
space lines to separate the script data into text lines and into a set of isolated characters, respec-
tively. However, this method cannot be applied to curvilinear white space. The projection-based
methods make some parts of the characters missing. Figure 3.15 demonstrates the project-based
methods applied to inscription K49.
Figure 3.15: An example of applying line segmentation to K49 and the failure of pro f ile(y) = b
at segmenting the character in orange box.
Therefore, we investigate an optimal path function to adjust the blank space line according
to the direction of writing and size of characters as displayed in figure 3.16 (p.39).
In our thesis, we used that a path planning method [12] [23][54][74] to segment 2D repre-
sentations of Khmer inscriptions into sets of consonants, independent vowels and the combina-
tions.
The path planning method is used in artificial intelligence, especially in robotic system to
find shortest path that allows agents travel successfully from initial position (initial state) to
desired position (desired state). In path planning, the states are agent locations and transition
between states are actions that the agent takes. Each action has associated transition cost or
edge cost.
We consider a 2D representation F(x, y) of an inscription as a plane for the agent to traverse.
All the pixels are divided into two groups– states and obstacles. The pixels belonging to script
data (black pixels) are obstacles that the agent has to avoid traversing, whereas white pixels are
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Figure 3.16: (a) Text line segmentation of inscription K49 with pro f ile(y) = b and pro f ile(x) =
a. (b) Text line segmentation of inscription K49 with adjusted horizontal line in blue color.
states that the agent can traverse. To optimize the space and time of computation, the predefined
sub plane M(x, y)|M(x, y) ⊂ F(x, y) to let the agent traverse may be required. The method and
algorithm of path planning– the so-called A star (A*)– are described as follows.
A* Path Planning Method
A∗ path planning method is to minimize the sum of transition costs through all possible paths
from initial state s1 to desired state sn.
Denote sa1, s
a
2, ..., s
a
n for 1 ≤ i < n as the sequence of states traversed by agent a across path
paa. The optimal path pa∗ is defined:
pa∗ = arg min
paa
n−1∑
i=1
Ci,i+1 (3.19)
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The transition cost at state si is defined by:
Ci = C1,i + Cn,i (3.20)
where C1,i is the cost from state si to initial state s1 and Cn,i is the cost from state si to goal state
sn. Euclidean distance is used to compute C1,i and Cn,i.
C1,i =
√
(xsi − xs1)2 + (ysi − ys1)2 (3.21)
Cn,i =
√
(xsn − xsi)2 + (ysn − ysi)2 (3.22)
where (xsi , ysi), (xs1 , ys1), (xsn , ysn) are the position of the state si, s1, sn,respectively, in the defined
plane.
The A* Path Planning Algorithm is formulated below.
Algorithm 3.5.1 (A* Path Planning Algorithm)
1. Read binary inscription image G(x, y).
2. Find obstacles (black pixels) Pb(x, y) := G(x, y) == 0.
3. Create openlist listopen consisting of attributes such as
• status = 0or1 for removing or adding to openlist accordingly.
• s(x, y) : store the position of each state.
• PP(x, y) : store the parent’s position of each state.
• C1,s : store cost from each state to initial state.
• Cn,s : store cost from each state to goal state.
• Cs : store total cost from each state: Cs = C1,s + Cn,s.
4. Create closelist listclose(x, y) for storing visted states and obstacles.
5. Insert all obstacles (black pixels) Pb(x, y) into closelist listclose(x, y).
• listclose(x, y) = Pb(x, y)
6. Define initial state s1 and desired state sn.
7. Define current state scurrent = s1
8. Compute all costs of scurrent
• C1,s = 0
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• Cn,s =
√
(xsn − xs1)2 + (ysn − ys1)2
• Cs = Cn,s
9. Insert scurrent and its attributes:
status = 1, PP(x, y) = scurrent, C1,s, Cn,s, Cs into openlist listopen.
10. Insert scurrent into closelist listclose
• listclose(x, y) = scurrent(x, y).
11. Update attribute status = 0 of scurrent in openlist listopen.
12. Do while loop until scurrent = sn
(a) Find 8 neighboring states of scurrent in 3 × 3 window and compute their attributes:
PP(x, y),C1,s,Cn,s,Cs.
• C1,s =
√
(xsi − xs1)2 + (ysi − ys1)2
• Cn,s =
√
(xsi − xsn)2 + (ysi − ysn)2
• Cs = C1,s + Cn,s
(b) Check 8 neighboring states of scurrent in closelist listclose(x, y).
(c) Check each neighboring state (not in closelist) of scurrent in openlist listopen if the
current total cost is smaller than previous total cost, update that state and its attribute
with smaller cost.
(d) Insert the remaining neighboring states of state scurrent and their attributes: status =
1, PP(x, y),C1,s,Cn,s,Cs into openlist listopen.
(e) Find the state smin in openlist listopen(x, y) that have the smallest total cost Cs.
(f) Assign scurrent = smin.
(g) Insert scurrent into closelist listclose
• listclose(x, y) = scurrent(x, y).
(h) Update attribute status = 0 of scurrent in openlist listopen.
13. Find the optimal path if scurrent = sn through attribute PP(x, y) in openlist listopen.
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3.6 The Improvement of Topological and Geometrical Struc-
ture of the Script
The original inscriptions contain noise because of some factors as mentioned in chapter 1 (sec-
tion 1.1). Applying the mathematical methods described in section 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 we cannot
remove all noise and obtain full topological and geometrical shapes of the script.
Therefore, we need to improve the structures of the obtained script such as connecting the
missing parts of the script, size normalization and denoising. We improve the script structure
with respect to the standard script structures. The improvement can be done by existing image
enhancement techniques and graphics editors.
We also need the knowledge of Khmer epigraphy to connect the missing parts of script and
denoise the images of the inscriptions. In the following section, we describe the size normal-
ization of the script.
Character Size Normalization
Character size normalization is a transformation of the coordinates from the original character
plane to normalized plane. It maps character images onto a standard plane with predefined
size[5].
Character size normalization is useful for compute feature vectors of the characters which
are described in chapter 4. Errors and bias occur if the small and big scales are measured by the
same parameter m.
To normalize the size, we firstly estimate the frame binding an object image (character) and
then crop the image by the frame. Finally, resize the image in a certain scale and add some
additional free space m × n to the resized frame of the image. The size normalization of two
shapes of a character is shown in figure 3.17 and 3.18 below (p.43).
The original frames of images in the figures 3.17a and 3.18a are in turquoise. They are
cropped into red frames by removal of some free space m × n. Finally, they are resized to a
standard scale as shown figure 3.17b and 3.18b by a equation below.
rownew = (rowold ∗ columnnew)/columnold (3.23)
where rownew, columnnew, rowold, columnold are the rows and columns of the new resized image
and old image accordingly and columnnew has to be predefined.
An algorithm to crop the image is formulated below.
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Figure 3.17: (a) The original frame of the character in turquoise. (b) The resized frame of
character in red.
Figure 3.18: (a) The original frame of the character in turquoise. (b) The resized frame of
character in red.
Algorithm 3.6.1 (Crop Image Algorithm)
1. Read binary image of a character G(x, y) (1s=background, 0s= object)
2. Find the coordinates (x, y) of all pixels P(x, y) with value 0.
3. Find the maximum, minimum values Xmin, Xmax, and Ymin,Ymax in array coordinate P(x, y).
4. Croped image H(x, y) = G(Xmin : Xmax,Ymin : Ymax) where x = [Xmin, Xmax] and y =
[Ymin,Ymax].
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3.7 Summary
In conclusion, chapter 3 provided the methods to extract the script data from original of Khmer
inscriptions. Applying the curvature-based method– Gigamesh, we can transfer the original
inscriptions to 2D representation. We explained the thresholding methods of Otsu and Sauvola
to reduce the information in 2D representations to essential script data and skeletonization
operation– Zhang and Suen’s method– to reduce essential script data to characteristics of topo-
logical and geometrical structures of the script. We also described character segmentation to
segment script data in 2D representations into sets of isolated characters. A∗ Path Planning is
used to define the paths of the segmentation. At the end of the chapter, we provided methods to
improve the topological and geometrical structures of the script.
In the next chapter, we are describing the mathematical methods to characterize ancient
Khmer script and methods to define the feature vectors of ancient Khmer script.
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Chapter 4
Image Analysis Methods –
Definition of Feature Vectors for
Characters of Ancient Khmer Fonts
Chapter 4 describes the mathematical methods to characterize the ancient Khmer characters.
We explain the mathematical concepts of topology and integral geometry to extract the features
of the characters. In the first part of the chapter, the shape analysis of the characters is dis-
cussed. From the shape analysis, we give the principles of graph theory to describe the shapes
structures of the characters. We then explain the methods to extract the features– topological
and geometric– to represent the character structures.
4.1 Characterization of Ancient Khmer Characters
We consider the script in the pre-Angkorian period. The script consists of 33 consonants, 33
sub consonants, 12 independent vowels, 13 dependent vowels and symbols for representing
numbers. Regarding a large number of the characters, it is challenging to identify not only the
handwritten characters but also the characters of the computer font. In the following section,
we are describing the shape analysis of ancient Khmer characters.
4.1.1 Shape Analysis of Ancient Khmer Characters
The characters are the connections of line and/or curve segments. We illustrate the structure of
three standard characters in figure 4.1 below. We also give more illustrations of the structures
of other characters in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Consonant“a”. (b) Consonant“kha”. (c) Consonant “la”
In figure 4.1, we denote the structure of each character by a set of line and curve segments
by:
• consonant“a” = : Cla = {l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, c1, c2}.
• consonant“kha” = : Ckha = {c1, c2}.
• consonant“la” = : Cla = {c1}.
Figure 4.2: The shapes of the characters are the connections of line and curve segments.
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From the shape analysis, concepts of topology and integral geometry are the most appro-
priate approach to identify the characters. Topology is applied to the connectivity of line and
curve segments and integral geometry to the curvature distributions of the curve segments.
Undirected connected graphs are used to represent the structures of the characters. Topo-
logical connectivity and curvatures of the curve segments can be computed from the nodes and
edges of the graphs.
We are presenting the principles of graph theory and the characterization of the characters
by undirected connected graphs in the following subsections.
4.1.2 Graph Theory Principles
We are recalling basic definitions of undirected graph, connected graph, adjacency matrix and
the degree of node [3] [11] [20].
Definition 4.1.1 (Graph)
A graph G = (V, E) consists of two sets V and E. The elements of V are called nodes. The
elements of E are called edges.
Definition 4.1.2 (Undirected graph)
An undirected graph G(V, E) consists of a finite, nonempty set of nodes V and a set of edges E.
Each edge is a set {v,w} of nodes. Simply, in undirected graph there is no orientation of edges.
The edge E(v1, v2) is identical to the edge of E(v2, v1).
Definition 4.1.3 (Connected graph)
A graph is a connected graph if there exists a path between every pair of its nodes.
Definition 4.1.4 (The degree of a node)
The degree of a node v in a graph G is the number of proper edges incident on v plus twice the
number of self-loops.
Definition 4.1.5 (Adjacency matrix)
Adjacency matrix for a graph G = (V, E) is the matrix to represent the connectivity between the
nodes in the graph. The adjacency matrix of the ordered nodes (v1, v2, ..., vn) of graph G = (V, E)
is the n × n matrix MG such that
MG(i, j) =
1 i f vi and v j are ad jacent0 otherwise (4.1)
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4.1.3 Undirected Connected Graph of Ancient Khmer Character
As mentioned in section 4.1.1, the characters are the compositions of line and/or curve segments
intersecting to each other. The topological object is typical of graph or network. We define the
character as a graph.
Definition 4.1.6 (Ancient Khmer characters)
A character is an undirected connected graph C = (Lv, Ev). A finite set Lv of nodes are the
endpoints and the junction points of line and curve segments. A finite set of edges Ev of adjacent
nodes and self-connected nodes ⊆ Lv of the graph C are typical of line and curve segments.
A character C = (Lv, Ev), where Lv = {v1, v2, ..., vn}|v1, v2, ..., vn ∈ C are the endpoints and
the junction points of line and curve segments and Ev = {e1, e2, ..., en}|en = {vi, v j} ∈ C if vi and
v j are adjacent nodes or en = {vi, vi} ∈ C if vi is self-connected. i, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n.
In figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, the characters “a”, “kha” and “la” are represented in undirected
connected graphs, accordingly.
Figure 4.3: The consonant“a” is represented in a undirected connected graph.
Figure 4.4: The consonant“kha” is represented in a undirected connected graph.
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Figure 4.5: The consonant“la” is represented in a directed connected graph.
We also code the connectivity of the character graph in the adjacency matrix which is pre-
sented below.
Adjacency Matrix of Character Graph
The connectivity of the nodes is coded in adjacency matrix Mi j = (vi, vJ). Mi j is defined by
Mi j = (vi, v j) =

1 i f vi connects v j
2 i f vi connects vi
0 otherwise
(4.2)
where the rows vi and columns v j of the adjacency matrix are the nodes and i, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n.
The adjacency matrix is defined uniquely up to the permutation of the nodes. The adjacency
matrices of the consonant “a”, “kha” and “la” are illustrated in figure 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.6: The connected graph of consonant “a” is coded in the adjacency matrix.
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Figure 4.7: The connected graph of consonant “kha” is coded in the adjacency matrix.
Figure 4.8: The connected graph of consonant “la” is coded in the adjacency matrix.
4.1.4 Feature Extraction of Ancient Khmer Characters
Two types of features are extracted from the character structures. Topological features are
extracted from the connectivity of line and curve segments, whereas geometric features are
extracted from the curvature distributions of curve segments.
The methods to extract these two types of features of the characters are formulated.
Topological Feature Extraction
In the character graphs, the connectivity of the graphs– nodes and degrees of the nodes– repre-
sents the topological connectivity of line and curve segments of the characters.
Definition 4.1.7 (Topological features of the characters)
The topological features of the characters are the total number of nodes of each degree in the
character graphs. The features are defined by:
T FC(kc) = (nd1 , nd3 , nd4 , ..., ndn) (4.3)
where T FC(kc) is the topological features of the character kc and nd1 , nd3 , nd4 , ..., ndn are the total
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number of nodes of degree 1, 3, 4, ..., n in the graph of the character kc. In this case, the node of
the degree 2 is avoided.
The topological features can be computed from the adjacency matrix of the character graph
by the summation of the connectivity of each node in rowwise and then sum up the nodes which
have the same degree as displayed in figure 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11.
Figure 4.9: The topological feature extraction of consonant “a” from its adjacency matrix.
Figure 4.10: The topological feature extraction of consonant “kha” from its adjacency matrix.
Figure 4.11: The topological feature extraction of consonant “la” from its adjacency matrix.
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The nodes of degree 1 refer to endpoints and the nodes of degree 3, 4, ..., n are junction
points. An algorithm to compute the endpoints and junction points of the characters is formu-
lated.
Algorithm 4.1.1 (Computation of endpoints and junction points of the characters)
All points (pixels) Pi = 1 if Pi belongs to the character structures and 0 otherwise. We test all
the pixels of the character structures by considering the tested pixel Pi as the center pixel within
a 3 × 3 neighbor as displayed 4.12a. The operation is designed to detect endpoints and junction
points as shown in figure 4.12b.
Figure 4.12: (a) 3× 3 neighbor pixels. P5 is the tested pixel. (b) The operation for detecting the
endpoints and junction points [33].
From the operation in figure 4.12b, The endpoints and junction points can be detected by
• P5 is the endpoint if P5 == 1 and sum(abs(A)) == 2.
• P5 is the junction point if P5 == 1 and sum(abs(A)) ≥ 6.
• To get the degree of the junction point Pi, we use the circle of radius r centered at Pi and
we count the locus of points with value 1. If there exists 3 points of the locus with value
1, Pi is the junction point of degree 3.
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Topological Feature Tuple
Topological features tuples of the characters refer to the total number of nodes of degree 1, 3, 4, ..., n
except degree 2. The topological feature tuples are defined by
VT FC(kc) = (nd1 , nd3 , ..., ndn) (4.4)
where nd1 , nd3 , ..., ndn are the total number of nodes of degree 1, 3, ..., n. The nodes of degree
1 refer to endpoints and the nodes of degree 3, ..., n are junction points. According to the graphs
of the characters, the maximum degree is 4. Therefore, the dimensions of the feature vectors
are reduced to 4, defined by
VT FC(kc) = (nd1 , nd3 , nd4 , nd5) (4.5)
where nd1 are total number of endpoints and nd3 , nd4 and nd5 are total number of junction points
of degree 3, 4 and 5.
Geometric Feature Extraction
We provide the methods to extract and compute the geometric features of the characters in
this subsection. We use geometric features to differentiate the characters which have the same
topological structures as shown in figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13: The consonants “la” and “na¯” have the same topological features.
The characters “la” and “na¯” in figure 4.13 are further characterized by geometric features.
The geometric features are extracted by the curvatures of the character edges. The precise
values of the curvatures are not necessary. We only need the properties of the curvatures denoted
by concave (+1), flat (0), and convex (-1).
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Curvature of Edge as Index in Features of the Characters
In order to distinguish the characters, we may have to take into account the shapes of their
edges, in particular “curvatures”. To obtain distinguishing geometric indices, it is not necessary
to determine curvatures numerically precisely, but it will be sufficient to decompose the edges
in convex, concave and flat subsections, in a properly chosen scale.
Curvatures measure how a curve changes its direction in space. In case of a plain smooth
curve γ : [0, L] → R2, parametrized with respect to arc length, the curvature κ(p) is in a point
p = γ(sp) is determined by
dt(p)
ds
= κ(p)n(p) (4.6)
t(p) = (t1, t2)(p) is the normed tangent to γ in p and n(p) = (−t2, t1)(p) the normal to γ.
For our purposes we are only interested in
sign κp =

+1 convex
0 f lat
−1 concave
(4.7)
Definition 4.1.8 (Geometric features of the characters)
The differential geometric features of the smooth edge e(vi, v j) ∈ Ev are the sequences of the
permutations of +1, 0 and/or -1.
We show an example of the differential geometric features extraction of the consonant “a”
in figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: The geometric features of consonant “a”.
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Differentiability is too strong for this analysis since the curve arising in our applications are
not smooth. Therefore, we change to approximations of curvatures using concepts of integral
geometry.
To this purpose, we consider a point p = γ(sp), 0 < sp < L and a disk Br(p). There exists a
rp such that for all r < rp there is a sub-curve γp,r of γ passing through p and separating Br(p)
into two parts. Using the orientation of the curve and the counter-clockwise orientation of the
boundary of Br(p), we get Br(p) = γp,r
⋃
Mrightp,r
⋃
Mle f tp,r .
Let |M| be the area of a measurable set M. Then
f (p, r) =
|Mp,r|
1
2 |Br(p)|
− 1 (4.8)
At least for smooth curves and small r, the f is a good indicator for convex, concave and
flat. The area can be approximated by counting pixels lying in the set Mp,r or by the area of the
sector of the disk Br(p) which is stated in algorithm 4.1.2.
We compute f [p, r] in a properly chosen subset of point p, smoothen the results and interpo-
late obtaining a function f ∗[p, r, scv], representing the curvature distribution of the curved edge.
We attribute to the considered edge a pattern using f ∗ and a threshold parameter  constructed
in the following way:
Define
ϕ(s) =

+1 f ∗(s) >  (“convex”)
0 | f ∗(s)| 6  (“ f lat”)
−1 f ∗(s) < − (“concave”)
(4.9)
where the dependence on the parameters different from  is dropped. The interval I can
be decomposed in a ordered finite sequence of sub-intervals where ϕ∗ is a constant. We take
the maximal intervals. Thus we obtain a finite sequence values c j, j = 1, ..., k, of numbers
0, +1, −1 which we reduce just in a sequence of +1 and −1 in the following.
Skipping the number 0 and reducing “multiple ”+1 respectively -1 just by a single +1 re-
spectively -1. More precise we define a sequence κl as follows:
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• Select ji, i = 1, ..., l such that
– Choose j1 such that c j = c1 for all j 6 j1 and c j1+1 , c1.
– Define inductively ji+1 such that c j , c ji for all ji < j 6 ji+1 and c ji+1 = c j.
• Define κi = c ji for 1 6 i 6 l.
We are using sequence κ1, ..., κl to describe the geometric property of segment, necessary to
discriminate characters in the classes with the same topological features.
Before we discuss the dependence of this geometric features on the parameters and listing
the different steps in the algorithm, we consider the following examples.
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Figure 4.15: The graph of the curvature computations with respect to r, sc, scv, .
Figure 4.16: The graph of the curvature computations with respect to r, sc, scv, .
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Figure 4.17: The results of computations of the sequences of consonant “la” with respect to the
parameters– r, sc, scv, .
To compute the geometric features tuple, it requires four parameters as follows:
(a) r : a radius of the disk Br, to compute the curvatures of the edge segment. The radius has
to be large enough with respect to the arc length of the edge segment.
(b) sc : for smoothing the edge segment γ(sp).
(c) scv : for smoothing the values of the function f (p, r) in equation 4.6. The values of the
function f representing the curvature distribution of the curved edge.
(d)  : for determining the corresponding decompositions of the function f to obtain the se-
quences stated in equation 4.7.
In the following, we formulate an algorithm to compute the sequence.
Algorithm 4.1.2 (Computation of the sequence)
1. For the edge segment of the character, two endpoints ps and pe of the curve segment are
determined.
2. Define r, sc, scv and , where sc and scv are odd numbers ∈ N∗
3. Smoothen the edge segment γ(sp) = (x(sp), y(sp)) by
xˆ(sp) =
1
sc
(sc−1)
2∑
i=− (sc−1)2
x(sp − i), yˆ(sp) = 1sc
(sc−1)
2∑
i=− (sc−1)2
y(sp − i) (4.10)
4. For every point p(xˆ(sp), yˆ(sp)) ∈ γ
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• Define disk Br(p) and consider the counter-clockwise orientation of the boundary of
Br(p)
• Determine a1, where a1 is the first intersecting point of the disk Br(p) and the edge.
• Determine a2, where a2 is the second intersecting point of the disk Br(p) and the
edge.
• The area |Mp,r| can be approximated by the area of the sector of the disk Br(p). It is
defined by
|Mp,r| r.l2 or
r2θ
2
(4.11)
where l is the minor arc of the disk between intersecting points a1 and a2. θ is the
central angle subtended by minor arc l.
• Compute f (s) = f (p, r) = |Mp,r|1
2 |Br(p)|
− 1, where Br(p) = pir2.
5. Smoothen f (s) by
f ∗(s) =
1
scv
(scv−1)
2∑
i=− (scv−1)2
f (s − i) (4.12)
6. ϕ(s) is determined by
ϕ(s) =

+1 i f f ∗(s) > 
0 i f | f ∗(s)|≤ 
−1 i f f ∗(s) < −
(4.13)
In figures 4.18 and 4.19 below, we illustrate the application of the algorithm to compute
curvature distributions of consonants “na¯” and “la”.
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Figure 4.18: The curvature of the curve segment of consonant“na¯” is approximated by the
sector of the disk.
Figure 4.19: The curvature computation of curve segment of consonant“la”.
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We illustrate the differentiation of the consonant “la” and the consonant “na¯” based on the
their geometric features in figure 4.20.
Figure 4.20: The differentiation between consonant“la” and consonant “na¯” by their geometric
features.
4.2 Characterization of the Combinations
Define:
• CON as the set of consonants.
• S UB as the set of sub-consonants.
• DV as the set of dependent vowels.
The elements of S UB and DV can be attached to a consonant con ∈ CON at the locations
“Down”, “Right ”, “Up ”, and “Left ”. Following a fixed rule, the list of possible appen-
dices attached to con ∈ CON is shown below. The value 1 means “attachable ” and value 0
“unattachable ”.
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Figure 4.21: The rule to attach sub-consonants, dependent vowels to a consonant.
Definition of the symbols:
symbol 1 means a point c can be attached.
symbol 2 two points c1, c2 not in the same line can be attached.
symbol 3 two points c1, c2 in the same line can be attached.
symbol 4 three points c1, c2 and c3 in the same line can be attached.
Assume:
In case “1”, “2”and “3” : c, c j ∈ S UB respectively DV .
In case “4” : c1 and c2 ∈ S UB, c3 ∈ DV or S UB.
For all the combinations, up to 3 elements of S UB and less than 3 elements of DV can be
attached.
To identify the combinations, we develop an algorithm to decompose the combinations.
The algorithm is based on the characteristics of the ancient Khmer writing system. After we
separate the combinations into consonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels, the methods
to identify the ancient Khmer characters as described in section 4.1 are applied.
The algorithm can be implemented after the character segmentation described in chapter
3 section 3.5 is done. In figure 4.22, we show an example of the character segmentation of
inscription K49.
After the character segmentation, the text areas of script data are marked by a set of horizon-
tal blank space lines Lh = {h1, h2, ..., hn}. Between horizontal blank space lines, the text areas of
the script data are also marked by a set of vertical blank space lines Lv = {v1, v2, ..., vn}. From
two sets Lh and Lv, the script data is separated into isolated characters including consonants,
independent vowels and the combinations. The position of every character is defined by Pch =
{hi, h j, vi, v j}, for example the position of character “ra ” is defined by Pra = {h1, h2, v1, v2}.
Considering text area between two horizontal blank space lines h1 and h2, we draw two other
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Figure 4.22: The text domain marked by horizontal and vertical blank space lines after character
segmentation of K49.
horizontal line segments called upper bound line segment Lu and lower bound line segment Ll
as shown in figure 4.22. The domain between h1 and h2 is divided into three parts– domain
Lu
h1
,
domainLlLu and domain
h2
Ll
. We call:
• domainLuh1 as “super script”.
• domainLlLu as “main body”.
• domainh2Ll as “sub script”.
Figure 4.23: The text domain marked by horizontal and vertical blank space lines, upper bound
line and lower bound line.
The combination are the characters which lie on the domain domaincom = : domain
Ll
Lu
∪
domainLuh1 , domain
Ll
Lu
∪ domainh2Ll or domainLlLu ∪ domainLuh1 ∪ domainh2Ll .
In order to compute domaincom, the connected pixels of the characters are tracked. we define
an array in figure 4.23 to store the information of tracking connected pixels of the characters.
Each element of the array represents domainLuh1 , domain
Ll
Lu
and domainh2Ll . The value 1 or 0 is
assigned to each element of the array if pixels of the characters exist or don’t exist in each
domain.
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Figure 4.24: Tracking information array
In the tracking information array, the combination are the characters which the element of
super script or sub script is not 0. The combinations are then separated into consonants, sub-
consonants and dependent vowels based on: (1) tracking information array and (2) horizontal,
vertical, upper bound and lower bound line segments. The example of the algorithm to separate
the combinations is illustrated in figure 4.24 and 4.25.
Figure 4.25: The information of connected pixels in tracking information array
Figure 4.26: The characterization of the combinations from algorithm and the decomposition
of the combinations into consonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels.
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The developed algorithm can decompose the combinations in which the sub-consonants
and dependent vowels are attached to the point “Down ” and “Up ” of the consonants. The
algorithm need to be further developed to decompose the combinations in which dependent
vowels are attached to the point “Left ” and “Right ” of the consonants.
4.3 Summary
In summary, chapter 4 gave new approaches to identify the ancient Khmer characters in the
pre-Angkorian period. First, we applied concept of graph theory to represent the structures of
the characters. We determined two types of features– topological and geometric– to identify
the characters. We described concepts of topology to extract topological features based on
the endpoints and junction points of the characters and integral geometry to extract geometric
features of the characters having the same topological structures. We gave the description of
the algorithm to characterize the combinations of consonants, sub-consonants and dependent
vowels.
In chapter 5, we give examples of numerical solutions of implementing analytic solutions in
chapter 3 and this chapter.
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Chapter 5
Examples
In chapter 5, we give some examples of numerical solutions of implementing analytic solutions
which are described in chapter 3 and 4. In the first part of this chapter, we present the results of
transfer of 3D Inscription data to 2D representations. We also show examples of reductions of
information on 2D representations of the inscriptions to essential script data and to topological
and geometrical structures of the script. In the second part of the chapter, we provide examples
of the identification of the ancient Khmer script by topological and geometric features. We also
show numerical solutions of computing geometric features by curvature approximation.
5.1 Transfer of 3D Inscription Data to 2D Representations
We have scanned ten inscriptions using Breuckmann smart SCAN-3D-HE scanner at Angkor
Conservation Center (ACC), Siem Reap, Cambodia. Investigating field of view (FOV) of 3D
scanner to capture the small script in the inscriptions during scanning, we found that FOV475mm
optimally fits to scan the Khmer inscriptions. It takes 30 minutes to 2 hours to scan an inscrip-
tion. For an inscription, ten to forty scans were required. The time of scanning relies on the size
of an inscription.
3D data models of the inscriptions obtained from the scanning have been processed by
using Optocat and Meshlab tools to remove unnecessary mesh, align the mesh and optimize the
number of vertices to represent the geometric shapes of the inscriptions. The results of K127
and K852 of removing unnecessary mesh and aligning mesh are shown in figure 5.1 and 5.2.
We then computed the feature vectors of the inscriptions as described in chapter 3 section 3.2
and visualized the script data from the inscriptions. Finally, we received the 2D representations
of original inscriptions. The 2D representations are raster images.
The results of 2D representations of inscriptions K127 and K852 are displayed in figure 5.3
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Figure 5.1: (a) The original inscription K127. (b) 3D model of inscription K127. (c) 3D model
of inscription K127 after mesh clean-up.
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Figure 5.2: (a) The original inscription K852. (b) 3D model of inscription K852. (c) 3D model
of inscription K852 after mesh clean-up.
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and 5.4 below. We use Vˆr=7.50mm to compute feature vectors of inscription K127 and Vˆr=4.00mm to
compute feature vectors of inscription K852.
Figure 5.3: (a) A part of 3D model of inscription K127. (b) The result of script visualization
from a curvature-based method using Vˆr=7.50mm.
Figure 5.4: (a) 3D model of inscription K852. (b) the result of script visualization from a
curvature-based method using Vˆr=4.00mm . (c) A part of script data of inscription K852.
The curvature-based method to compute the feature vectors of the inscriptions is estimated
by volume integral invariant the volume Vr(∂D := ∂Φ ∩ Br(pi)). The volume integral invariant
is computed with respect to radius of the sphere Br(pi). In the figure 5.5, we show the results of
script visualization of inscription K852 with respect to radii r = {0.30, 4.00} in mm.
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Figure 5.5: (a) The 3D model of inscription K852. The results of a curvature-based method
using (b) Vˆr=0.30mm and (c) Vˆr=4.00mm.
Based on our experiences in computations of feature vectors of Khmer inscriptions, we have
to select radius of a sphere r ≥ h, the depth of script engraved on the stones.
5.2 Reduction in Information on 2D Representations to Es-
sential Script Data
In this section, we show the examples of numerical results of thresholding methods– global
and local thresholding– which have been described in chapter 3 section 3.3. First, we show
the results of applying global thresholding to two consonants– la and ha. The two consonants
were extracted from inscription K127. The raster images of these two characters have ho-
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mogeneous backgrounds. We manipulate threshold value t = {0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70} and
optimal threshold value t∗ obtained from Otsu’s method. The results are depicted in figure 5.6
and 5.7 .
Figure 5.6: (a) Gray-scale image of consonant “la”. The extraction of essential script data using
global thresholding: (b) t = 0.30, (c) t = 0.40, (d) t = 0.50, (e) t = 0.60, (f) t = 0.70 and (g)
t∗ = 0.5255.
Figure 5.7: (a) Gray-scale image of consonant “ha”. The extraction of essential script data
using global thresholding: (b) t = 0.30, (c) t = 0.40, (d) t = 0.50, (e) t = 0.60, (f) t = 0.70 and
(g) t∗ = 0.5686.
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Applying global thresholding technique using several threshold values, we obtained dif-
ferent results. We selected the threshold value which can preserve the connectivity of the ex-
tracted script structures. In figure 5.6 and 5.7, the threshold value t ∈ [0.5, 0.6], i.e. t∗ =
{0.5255, 0.5686}, could be selected because the connectivity of the script structure was pre-
served. Therefore, t∗ from Otsu’s method is the best choice.
In the following example, we also show more results of applying global threshold to a part
of inscription K127 which was displayed in figure 5.3. In the raster image of inscription K127,
we used black pixels to denote the essential script structures against the white background. The
background of inscription K127 is considered as homogeneous background.
Figure 5.8: (a) Gray-scale image of inscription K127. The extraction of essential script data
from gray-scale image using global thresholding: (b) t = 0.30 and (c) t = 0.40.
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Figure 5.9: The extraction of essential script data from gray-scale inscription 127 using global
thresholding: (a) t = 0.50, (b) t = 0.60, (c) t = 0.70 and (d) t∗ = 0.5451 of Otsu’s method.
From the above examples, we showed the application of global thresholding technique on
homogeneous background of raster images of the Khmer inscriptions.
Next, we give more results of sauvola’s local thresholding method. We applied local thresh-
olding method to the images of the inscriptions which have inhomogeneous background. We
already provided an example of implementing sauvola’s method to extract the essential script
data on inscription K193 in chapter 3 section 3.3 (p. 31-32). In this section, we give another ex-
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periment results of extracting the essential script data on inscription K1250 using several small
windows n × n in figure 5.10 and 5.11. We also give the result of applying Otsu’s method to
extract the essential script data on inscription K1250.
Figure 5.10: (a) Gray-scale image of inscription K1250. The extraction of the essential script
data from gray-scale image of inscription K1250 using (b) Otsu’s method with optimal threshold
t∗ = 0.5294 and using sauvola’s method with small window: (c) 15 × 15 and (d) 25 × 25.
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Figure 5.11: The extraction of essential script data from gray-scale image of inscription K1250
using sauvola’s method with small window: (a) 35×35, (b) 45×45, (c) 55×55 and (d) 65×65.
As we explained in chapter 3 section 3.3 (p.30), obtaining the satisfactory result from
sauvola’s method is the process of trial and error. However, according to our defined crite-
ria in chapter 3 section 3.3 (p. 30), we can claim that the result from small window 65 × 65 in
figure 5.11d is the satisfactory result.
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5.3 Characterization of Ancient Khmer Characters
Characterization of Ancient Khmer Based on Topological Features
In this section, we give the results of characterization of ancient Khmer characters based on the
topological features. Topological features of the ancient Khmer characters are defined by the
total number of nodes of degree 1, 3, 4, 5 except degree 2. So, the topological feature tuples of
the ancient Khmer characters are denoted by
VT FC(kc) = (nd1 , nd3 , nd4 , nd5) (5.1)
where nd1 is endpoints and nd3 , nd4 , nd5 are junction points of degree 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
The following are the examples of the characterization of some characters based on their
topological features. The examples are shown in figure 5.12 and 5.13.
• VT FC(kc) = (2, 0, 0, 0)
Figure 5.12: (1) Consonant“la1”. (2) Consonant “la2 ”. (3) Consonant “na”. (4) Consonant
“na¯”. (5) Independent vowel “O ”.
• VT FC(kc) = (3, 1, 0, 0)
Figure 5.13: (1) consonant “pa”. (2) consonant“ha”. (3) consonant “n˘a”. (4) conso-
nant“da”.(5) consonant“ta”.
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We give the topological feature tuples to characterize of ancient Khmer characters in table
5.1. Based on the feature tuples, we can classify the ancient Khmer Characters into 15 classes.
Some classes are unique, that is, only character exists in the class.
nd1 nd3 nd4 nd5 Number of characters in the class
0 0 0 0 5
0 2 0 0 2
1 1 0 0 8
1 1 1 0 1
2 0 0 0 25
2 0 1 0 3
2 2 0 0 9
3 1 0 0 15
3 1 1 0 1
3 3 0 0 1
4 0 1 0 2
4 2 0 0 5
4 4 0 0 1
5 1 1 0 2
5 3 0 0 8
Table 5.1: The topological feature tuples of ancient Khmer characters.
Characterization of Ancient Khmer Characters Based on Geometric Features
When the characters have the same topological features, e.g. the consonants in figure 5.12 and
5.13, we use the geometric features to further identify the characters. The geometric features
are defined by the curvature distribution of the edges of the characters. In this section, we give
some examples of computing curvature with respect to r, sc, scv, . We used the characters in
figure 5.12 for curvature computation. The results of the curves representing the curvature dis-
tributions of each character are in the appendix D. In the below tables, we display the sequences,
and geometric feature tuples of the characters.
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Parameters Sequences Feature tuple
r = 40, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0223 (0, 1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
(1, -1)
r = 50, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0274 (0, 1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
r = 60, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0324 (1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
r = 70, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0375 (1, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
r = 80, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0424 (1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
r = 90, sc = 50, scv = 100, = 0.0471 (1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
Table 5.2: The results of computations of the sequences of the consonant “la1” with respect to
the parameters– r, sc, scv, .
Parameters Sequences Feature tuple
r = 100, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0347 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
(1, -1)
r = 110, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0371 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
r = 120, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0396 (1, 0, -1, 0, -1)
r = 130, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0423 (1, 0, -1)
r = 140, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0450 (1, 0, -1)
r = 150, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0478 (1, 0, -1)
Table 5.3: The results of computations of the sequences of the consonant “la2” with respect to
the parameters– r, sc, scv, .
Parameters Sequences Feature tuple
r = 40, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0367 ( 1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0)
(1, -1, 1, -1, 1)
r = 50, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0414 ( 1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0)
r = 60, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0445 ( 1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0)
r = 70, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0459 (1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0)
r = 80, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0483 (1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0)
r = 90, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0520 (1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0)
Table 5.4: The results of computations of the sequences of the consonant “na” with respect to
the parameters– r, sc, scv, .
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Parameters Sequences Feature tuple
r = 40, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0186 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
(1, -1, 1, -1, 1,
-1, 1)
r = 50, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0229 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 60, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0265 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 70, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0291 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 80, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0299 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 90, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0296 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
Table 5.5: The results of computations of the sequences of the consonant “na¯” with respect to
the parameters– r, sc, scv, .
Parameters Sequences Feature tuple
r = 40, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0216 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
(1, -1, 1)
r = 50, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0269 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 60, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0318 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 70, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0365 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 80, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0406 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
r = 90, sc = 50, scv = 100,  = 0.0442 ( 1, 0, -1, 0, 1)
Table 5.6: The results of computations of the sequences of the independent vowel “o” with
respect to the parameters– r, sc, scv, .
We get the geometric feature tuples for the characters– consonant “la” (Cla), consonant
“na” (Cna), consonant “na¯”(Cna¯) and independent vowel “O” (INVO) as follows.
• From table 5.2, the geometric feature tuple of Cla1 = (1,−1).
• From table 5.3, the geometric feature tuple of Cla2 = (1,−1).
• From table 5.4 the geometric feature tuple ofCna = (1,−1, 1,−1, 1).
• From table 5.5, the geometric feature tuple of Cna¯ = (1,−1, 1,−1, 1 − 1, 1).
• From table 5.6, the geometric feature tuple of INVO = (1,−1, 1).
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5.4 Summary
In conclusion, chapter 5 gave the examples of implementing the methods which we found in
chapter 3 and 4. We showed results of transfer of 3D inscriptions to 2D representations using
curvature-based method. We also provided the numerical solutions to reduce 2D representations
to essential script data. Finally, we showed the numerical results to characterize ancient Khmer
characters based on topological and differential geometric features.
In chapter 6, we present the software tool to implement the methods in chapter 3 and 4 for
analyzing characters and inscriptions in pre-Angkorian period.
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Chapter 6
Description of the Developed Software
In chapter 6, we provide the description of developed software to implement the mathematical
methods which were described in chapter 3 and 4. This software framework is called Khmer
Inscriptions Analysis Software Tool (KIAST). The software framework is built in numerical
analysis software– Matlab. The interface of the software framework is also constructed to give
user-friendly interaction between users and software tool. The framework consists of four im-
portant parts– image processing, image analysis, visualization and existing techniques of image
enhancements.
The chapter starts with the architecture of KIAST. It is followed by image processing part.
We then present image analysis part. At last, visualization and existing techniques of image
enhancements are provided.
6.1 Architecture of KIAST
The KIAST is programmed in numerical analysis software– Matlab. Matlab is one of the prac-
tical numerical analysis software which is widely used in computational science. Matlab is the
matrix-oriented software which is suitable to implement image processing and analysis of im-
ages. Moreover, Matlab is the independent platform, i.e. it supports several important operating
system such as Window, Linux and Mac.OS. It also allows programmers to design interface for
user-friendly interaction with users and write other languages including C, C++, Java and so
on.
The KIAST consists of four important parts– image processing, image analysis, visualiza-
tion and some general tools which are used for image manipulation. The components of KIAST
is shown in figure 6.1. The interface of KIAST is also displayed in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: The architecture of Khmer Inscriptions Analysis Software Tool (KIAST)
Figure 6.2: The interface of KIAST
We show the flowchart to analyze and recognize the ancient Khmer characters and inscrip-
tions in figure 6.3 and we describe functionality of KIAST in the following sections.
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Figure 6.3: The flowchart to analyze and recognize the ancient Khmer characters and inscrip-
tions
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6.2 Image Processing Software Framwork
Image processing framework deals with the implementation of the mathematical methods which
were described in chapter 3. It includes binarization (global and local thresholding), thinning
operation (skeletonization) and character segmentation.
6.2.1 Binarization
To do binarization, the input image has to be in gray scale. If input image is RGB image, it
needs to be converted. The equation to convert from RGB image to gray-scale image is defined
below.
Igrayscale(x, y) = 0.299 ∗ R(x, y) + 0.587 ∗G(x, y) + 0.114 ∗ B(x, y) (6.1)
where Igrayscale(x, y) is the intensity of pixel at the position (x, y) and R(x, y),G(x, y), B(x, y) are
red, green, and blue channel of RGB image, respectively. The intensity of pixel Igrayscale(x, y)
is the integer value ranging in [0-255]. In KIAST, we provide tool bar “Grayscale Image” to
convert color image to gray-scale image. The operation is shown in figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: (a) The operation of converting color image to gray-scale image. (b) The gray image
after conversion.
The image information is also displayed in a panel of the interface as seen in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: The panel to show the information about image.
Binarization consists of the global threshold and local threshold. Global threshold applies
one threshold into gray-scale image to classify all the pixels into two classes 1s and 0s while
local threshold considers a threshold to apply for each pixel. We have explained global and local
thresholding methods in chapter 3 section 3.3. In KIAST interface, the tool bar “Binarization”
is offered for global and local thresholding. The tool bar is shown in figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: The tool bar of the global and local threshold methods in KIAST interface.
We also provide the window as displayed in figure 6.7a to manipulate the global threshold,
if the default threshold of otsu’s method does not satisfy the wanted results. For a local thresh-
old, a parameter n × n of small window is required as in figure 6.7b. The local threshold is
the best choice, if the inscription images contain noise and intensities of image pixels are not
homogeneous between the script data and background.
Figure 6.7: (a) The windows to adjust the global threshold. (b) The window to adjust local
threshold.
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6.2.2 Skeletonization
As explained in chapter 3 section 3.4, we used thinning operation– the so-called skeletonization–
to reduce the script data into essential topological and geometrical structures of the script. It
was done by Zhang and Suen’s method. In KIAST, the skeletonization does not require any
parameters. The algorithm automatically optimize the structure of the script by preserving the
connectivity of the character structures. The tool bar “Skeletonization” and the thinning opera-
tion are shown in figure 6.8 and 6.9.
Figure 6.8: The tool bar of the skeletonization.
Figure 6.9: The example of the thinning operation in KIAST.
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6.2.3 Character Segmentation
The character segmentation needs three parameters: initial state S initial(x, y), goal states S goal(x, y)
and sub plane M(x, y). The algorithm will work in the predefined sub-plane to reduce compu-
tation time. The three parameters can be directly assigned in the axis object which is used to
display inscription images in the KIAST interface. The character segmentation is shown in
figure 6.10.
Figure 6.10: The character segmentation in KIAST
6.3 Image Analysis Software Framework
We design the image analysis framework to implement methods described in chapter 4 to ana-
lyze the structures of ancient Khmer characters and recognize the characters.
6.3.1 Topological Features Extraction
In KIAST, a function to compute topological features of characters is provided. We show the
tool bar linked to the function in figure 6.11. To compute the topological features of a character,
we need to provide the binary skeleton image of the characters. There is no parameter for the
computation. A function of KIAST automatically detects the endpoints and junction points
of various degrees from the skeleton of a character structure and then sum of endpoints and
junction points of each degree.
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Figure 6.11: The computation of topological features of consonant– (a) “kha” and (b) “la”. The
results of the computations are shown in tables marked in red rectangles.
6.3.2 Geometric Feature Extraction
To compute geometric features of a character, it requires parameters as explained in chapter 4
section 4.1.
In KIAST, a window is given to manipulate the parameters. The window for the parameter
adjustment to compute the features is shown in figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12: (a) The main window to display the result of computing the geometric features.
The result is shown in red rectangle. (b) The window to manipulate the parameters. (c) The
table to show the result.
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In figure 6.12a, we computed the geometric features of consonant “la”. The result is shown
in a table marked in red rectangle. The table of the geometric features is shown in figure 6.12c.
As shown in figure 6.12b, to compute the geometric features of consonant “la”, we used
parameters: radius of disk r = 100, curvature smoothing scv = 100 and threshold t = ±0.3,
to compute the original curve segment without smoothing. We can select curve segments with
or without smoothing. If stroke selection→ original stroke, it means we are computing curve
segment without smoothing.
The parameters to smooth the curve segments are provided in other tool bar called “Stroke
Smoothing” as depicted in figure 6.13.
Figure 6.13: The tool bar to smooth the curve segments.
Selecting Stroke Smoothing → All Strokes, it means we intend to smooth multi-curve seg-
ments of the character. Then we have to provide the parameters of smoothing as described in
figure 6.14. Semicolons are used to separate the parameter values of each curve segments.
Figure 6.14: The window to adjust the parameters to smooth the curve segments.
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Figure 6.14 illustrates that we smooth 3 curve segments c1, c2 and c3 (Stroke No:1; 2; 3).
Each curve segment is computed with different smoothing parameters given as follows.
• Smoothing curve c1 by using span s1 = 20 and smoothing method “moving average”
• Smoothing curve c2 by using span s2 = 30 and smoothing method “loess”
• Smoothing curve c3 by using span s3 = 40 and smoothing method “lowess”
We can also smooth a single curve by selecting Stroke Smoothing→ Stroke Selection as in
figure 6.13. Then a window of the parameter adjustment is displayed as in figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15: The window to adjust the parameters to smooth a single curve segment.
We can find all the information about the curve segments of the characters in workspace of
KIAST as displayed in figure 6.16 (p. 93).
6.3.3 Recognition
In KIAST, the results of recognition are displayed in Recognition panel as in figure 6.18. To
recognize the character in KIAST, first we have to have training model– topological feature
training model and geometric feature training model of ancient Khmer characters and predefined
class of character names of both training models.
We designed two steps to characterize the characters. First, an unknown character was
characterized based on its topological features. Finally, we used geometric features to further
classify the character.
As shown in Figure 6.18b, Based on the topological features of the character T FCkc =
(2, 0, 0, 0), the topological class of character is displayed. We then computed the geometric
features of the character; we further characterized the character. The final result is shown, i.e.
the character is identified as consonant “la” as illustrated in figure 6.18c.
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Figure 6.16: KIAST environment to show the information about the processes and variables.
Figure 6.17: The character recognition processes in KIAST interface.
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6.4 Visualization
In KIAST, we are able to visualize the analysis of the characters structures such as endpoint and
junction, curved edge segments and so on. The tool bar of Visualization in KIAST is depicted in
figure 6.19 and the visualization of structure analysis of consonant “la” such as the endpoints
and curvature distribution of the curve segment are displayed in figure 6.20.
Figure 6.18: The tool bar of the visualization in KIAST interface.
Figure 6.19: The visualization of structure analysis of consonant “la” such as (a) the endpoints
and (b) the curvature of the character edge.
We also provide image enhancement tools such as image crop, image scale, eraser/paint
brush, etc. in KIAST to improve geometrical structure of characters.
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6.5 Summary
In chapter 6, we described the developed software– KIAST– to analyze structure of ancient
Khmer characters and identify the characters. KIAST is developed based on the mathematical
methods described in chapter 3 and 4. We also included some image processing tools in KI-
AST. However, KIAST which is attached in this thesis is in beta version. We developed it for
experiment purposes of this research. The software tool will be expanded in a further project
for general use. The future work of KIAST will be described in chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook
Thesis Summary and Conclusion
In our PhD research project, we developed mathematical and computational methods to process
and analyze Khmer inscriptions in pre-Angkorian period. Based on mathematical methods and
algorithms presented in the thesis, we have developed the software framework– the so-called
KIAST– to automatically process and analyze characters of pre-Angkorian inscriptions.
Instead of acquiring a digital version of inscriptions by using stone-rubbing or 2D cam-
era, we presented the technique of 3D scanner to acquire original 3D inscriptions and we ap-
plied a curvature-based method to transfer 3D inscription data to 2D representations. The 3D
scanning approach can also be used for digital preservation of the original Khmer inscriptions
because this approach can preserve geometric properties of the inscriptions much more than
stone-rubbing and taking a photograph.
Furthermore, we suggested mathematical methods based on topology and integral geometry
to identify ancient Khmer characters of pre-Angkorian inscriptions. Analyzing the structures
of the characters, we proved that the ancient Khmer characters can be discriminated by their
topological features which are defined by total number of endpoints and junction points of
various degrees and by geometric features which are defined by the curvature distribution of
the character edges. We also presented an algorithm to decompose the complex structures of
the combinations of consonants, sub-consonants and dependent vowels which can be treated
with the methods developed for consonants and vowels. Finally, we developed the software–
KIAST– to implement the mathematical methods presented in this thesis.
As a result, based on topological features, the characters can be classified into 15 classes.
Among 15 classes, 4 classes are unique, that is, there exists only one character in the class.
Based on geometric features, we can differentiate the characters which have the same topologi-
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cal structures.
In summary, we can present in this thesis an efficient solution to the problem of processing
and analyzing Khmer inscriptions, dating back in particular to the pre-Angkorian period.
Outlook
Although a successful approach and tools to digitally process and analyze Khmer inscriptions
were developed in this thesis, much work still remains to be done in the future. The following
topics are suggested for further research.
• Eroded surfaces of the inscriptions lead to damaged and incomplete geometric shape of
script data. They also produce noisy data. Therefore, we suggest to develop mathematical
and computational methods to distinguish the script and the eroded parts (noisy data) to
restore the geometric shapes of script data to be readable again, at least for experts.
• Our approach and methods can be extended to analyze and characterize the script of
Angkorian and post-Angkorian inscriptions.
• So far the software KIAST was mainly directed to the ”experimental” investigations of
the PhD thesis. It has to be further developed into a professional tool. The software
is expected to have the functionality of converting the results of character identification
into an editable file format. In this thesis, we have developed a vector graphics font of
ancient Khmer characters in pre-Angkorian period. This font can be used to support the
functionality of converting the results of character identification into editable file format.
In a further step, KIAST should be transfered to other platforms such as Qt and Eclipse
using C++ and Java.
• Text processing of Khmer inscriptions is a crucial demand to supplement vanished char-
acters caused by erosions or destruction. Educated guesses of the missing parts can be
based on their neighboring characters. The guesses also need the reference to a dictionary
explaining the meanings of ancient Khmer words.
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